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After a cyclone transports her to the land of Oz, Dorothy must seek out the great Wizard in order to return to Kansas.
Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region with monthly and annual National summaries.
A Grammar of Modern Indo-European is a complete reference guide to a modern, revived Indo-European language. It contains a
comprehensive description of Proto-Indo-European grammar and offers an analysis of the complexities of the prehistoric language and its
reconstruction. Written in a fresh and accessible style, this book focuses on the real patterns of use in a modern Europe's Indo-European
language. The book is well organized and is filled with full, clear explanations of areas of confusion and difficulty. It also includes an extensive
bilingual dictionary, etymological notes, and numbered paragraphs designed to provide readers easy access to the information they require.
An essential reference source for the learner and user of Indo-European, this book will be the standard work for years to come.

16-year-old super-studier Nagi Umino, second-year student at the Meguro River Academy high school, was switched at
birth. On his way to a dinner to meet his birth parents, he accidentally meets the brash, outspoken, Erika Amano, who is
determined to make Nagi her fake boyfriend as she never wants to actually marry. But once Nagi makes it to dinner, he
finds his parents have decided to resolve the hospital switch by conveniently having him marry the daughter his birth
parents raised…who turns out to be none other than Erika herself! Erika feels torn-up after seeing Nagi and Hiro on a
date, so she forces him to go on a date with her, too. How will Nagi deal with his new conflicted feelings? Meanwhile,
Nagi’s grades have taken a hit due to his new living situation, and Hiro is about to learn a major secret… Things start
heating up in this tangled love rectangle!
Includes special reports on the public finance of Italy.
La talpa (eLit)Harper Collins Italia
Non c'è pace per il procuratore capo Janet McNeil nemmeno quando si mette a letto. Le sue notti sono tormentate da terribili incubi, mentre
le sue giornate la vedono impegnata in un difficile processo contro un membro di un gruppo di attivisti razzisti, che non ci penserebbe due
volte a incaricare uno dei suoi per farla fuori. L’unico porto tranquillo sembra essere presso la casa di Simon Green. Sarà lui ad aiutarla
quando le minacce si fanno più concrete. Infatti Simon non è esattamente l’economista che dice di essere.
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